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Abstract.—Phylogenetic trees based on genome-wide sequence data may not always represent the true evolutionary history
for a variety of reasons. One process that can lead to incorrect reconstruction of species phylogenies is gene flow, especially
if interspecific gene flow has affected large parts of the genome. We investigated phylogenetic relationships within a clade
comprising eight species of passerine birds (Phylloscopidae, Phylloscopus, leaf warblers) using one de novo genome assembly
and 78 resequenced genomes. On the basis of hypothesis-exclusion trials based on D-statistics, phylogenetic network analysis,
and demographic inference analysis, we identified ancient gene flow affecting large parts of the genome between one species
and the ancestral lineage of a sister species pair. This ancient gene flow consistently caused erroneous reconstruction of the
phylogeny when using large amounts of genome-wide sequence data. In contrast, the true relationships were captured when
smaller parts of the genome were analyzed, showing that the “winner-takes-all democratic majority tree” is not necessarily
the true species tree. Under this condition, smaller amounts of data may sometimes avoid the effects of gene flow due to
stochastic sampling, as hidden reticulation histories are more likely to emerge from the use of larger data sets, especially
whole-genome data sets. In addition, we also found that genomic regions affected by ancient gene flow generally exhibited
higher genomic differentiation but a lower recombination rate and nucleotide diversity. Our study highlights the importance
of considering reticulation in phylogenetic reconstructions in the genomic era.[Bifurcation; introgression; recombination;
reticulation; Phylloscopus.]

Early phylogenetic reconstructions were typically based
on single or a small number of genes, and the
resulting phylogenetic trees were widely interpreted
as true species trees (Felsenstein 2004). However, it
is now widely appreciated that individual gene trees
may differ from the species phylogeny due to, for
example, gene duplication, idiosyncratic lineage sorting
and/or introgressive hybridization (Pamilo and Nei
1988; Maddison 1997; Nichols 2001; Avise and Robinson
2008; Degnan and Rosenberg 2009). Incongruence
between the species phylogeny and the gene trees
contained within it, as well as among gene trees, is
pervasive (even >50%) when internodal times are short
in relation to the effective population sizes of internodal
populations (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006). Under such
circumstances, concatenation methods for phylogenetic
inference have been shown to be statistically inconsistent,
meaning that a wrong tree is more likely to be
reconstructed as more data are added (Kubatko and
Degnan 2007). “Species tree methods” based on the
multispecies coalescent model (Rannala and Yang 2003)
are more likely to reconstruct the true species phylogeny,
especially in the “anomaly zone” where gene trees
incongruent with the phylogeny are more likely than
gene trees that agree with the species phylogeny
(Edwards 2009; Liu et al. 2019).

While species tree methods can overcome the problem
of gene tree heterogeneity, most of them cannot
effectively handle introgression, as the multispecies
coalescent model assumes lack of gene flow among
species. A recently published multispecies-coalescent-
with-introgression model accommodates introgression,
although genomic data may be needed to properly
account for this process (Flouri et al. 2020). If gene
flow affects large parts of the genome, even the use of
genome-scale information will produce trees that largely
reflect the reticulation history (Mallet et al. 2016). One
such case is the Anopheles mosquito species complex, in
which a whole-genome consensus phylogeny reflected
rampant introgression on autosomes, while only a small
part of the genome, mostly on the sex chromosomes,
was shielded from the effects of gene flow and
could be used to infer the correct species branching
order (Fontaine et al. 2015). Similar cases have been
documented in vertebrates. For example, in a study
of an Australasian radiation of Lonchura munias, Faust
Stryjewski and Sorenson (2017) detected substantial
autosomal introgression and multiple cases in which
tree inferences based on loci assumed to code for color
differences among species differed significantly from
inferences based on genome-wide single-nucleotide
variants (SNVs). Accordingly, a simple increase in
the amount of sequence data may not be effective
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in dealing with the problem of gene flow when it
affects large parts of the genome. Given the pervasive
nature of interspecific gene flow in most animal classes
(Mallet 2005; Rheindt and Edwards 2011; Payseur and
Rieseberg 2016; Ottenburghs et al. 2017), bifurcating trees
may provide a poor or even incorrect representation
of the real tree of life when possible reticulation
is not taken into account (Edelman et al. 2019).
To overcome the complications introduced by gene
flow, it has been suggested that genomic regions of
low recombination can be used to reconstruct true
phylogenetic relationships (Edelman et al. 2019; Li et al.
2019; Martin et al. 2019) because these regions are
more likely to be shielded from gene flow due to
potentially strong linkage to deleterious alleles (Feder
et al. 2012; Nachman and Payseur 2012). However,
genomic regions of low recombination can also produce
misleading tree topologies as a result of selection
(Nater et al. 2015).

Leaf warblers (family Phylloscopidae) are an
assemblage of small insectivorous songbirds consisting
of 80 species distributed from Africa to Australasia, with
the greatest diversity in the Sino-Himalayan mountains
(Gill et al. 2020). Two genera were previously recognized
within this family: Phylloscopus and Seicercus. However,
a multilocus phylogenetic analysis comprising all
species in the family showed that Seicercus species
were placed in two nonsister clades both nested
within Phylloscopus (Alström et al. 2018), leading
to a synonymization of Seicercus. One of these two
clades comprises the eight species Phylloscopus whistleri,
Phylloscopus valentini, Phylloscopus omeiensis, Phylloscopus
soror, Phylloscopus burkii, Phylloscopus tephrocephalus,
Phylloscopus intermedius, and Phylloscopus poliogenys,
which have a particularly chequered taxonomic history
and uncertain phylogenetic relationships (Alström et al.
2018 and references therein), and which are the focal
species group of the present study.

Lineage divergences within this eight-species clade
have been estimated at between 6.3 and 2.3 million
years ago (Ma) based on a mitochondrial cytochrome
b molecular clock calibration (Alström et al. 2018). The
monophyly of this clade has been corroborated by
multiple studies based on different data sets comprising
both mitochondrial and a few nuclear markers (Olsson
et al. 2004; Olsson et al. 2005; Johansson et al. 2007;
Päckert et al. 2012; Alström et al. 2018) and is also
supported by plumage characters (Olsson et al. 2004;
Alström et al. 2018). However, its internal phylogenetic
relationships remain uncertain, as conflicting tree
topologies have been observed in different studies, and
even in different analyses of the most comprehensive of
these data sets (Alström et al. 2018). Such incongruence
may be attributable to lineage sorting effects, such as
hemiplasy (Avise and Robinson 2008), or to gene flow.
Although there are strong premating reproductive
isolating barriers among these eight species (Alström
and Olsson 1999; Price 2010), prezygotic isolation may
still be ineffective in preventing gene flow according
to a simulation study (Irwin 2020). Therefore, both
recent and ancient gene flow might explain the high
degree of topological incongruence within this clade.

Evidence of ancient gene flow, dating back to early
stages of lineage divergence, have been found in a
growing number of studies based on genomic data
(Li et al. 2016; Wen et al. 2016; Zarza et al. 2016; Meier
et al. 2017; Burbrink and Gehara 2018; Harris et al. 2018;
Thom et al. 2018; Edelman et al. 2019; MacGuigan and
Near 2019; Pulido-Santacruz et al. 2020, Rancilhac et al.
2021). Zhang et al. (2019) suggested that the strong
mito-nuclear discordance and topological conflicts
within another clade of Phylloscopus species were due
to “ghost introgression” from an extinct species.

Here, based on one de novo assembled draft genome
and 78 resequenced genomes, we explore alternative
explanations for the uncertainties surrounding the
phylogeny of the clade of these eight Phylloscopus
species. We conclude that ancient gene flow affecting
large parts of the genome is responsible for past
phylogenetic ambiguities based on few markers. We
show that such gene flow events may lead to erroneous
phylogenetic reconstructions even when incorporating
a large amount of genome-wide data, and smaller
amounts of data may sometimes avoid the effects of
gene flow due to stochastic sampling. Our study also
suggests that genomic regions with low recombination
are not effective in reconstructing the true phylogeny due
to ancient gene flow, and highlights the importance of
taking reticulation into account in phylogenetic analysis
in the genomic era (Mallet et al. 2016; Edelman et al. 2019;
MacGuigan and Near 2019; Pulido-Santacruz et al. 2020).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Group
We focused on a clade of eight Phylloscopus species

that were previously placed in the genus Seicercus:
P. whistleri, P. valentini, P. omeiensis, P. soror, P. burkii,
P. tephrocephalus, P. intermedius, and P. poliogenys
(hereafter the names without the genus name will be
used). This eight-species group is monophyletic and has
a particularly interesting evolutionary history (Alström
et al. 2018 and references therein). We sequenced a
total of 79 samples (one de novo assembly and 78
resequenced) covering each of the species as well
as multiple populations within some species (Fig. 1;
Supplementary Fig. S1 and Table S1 available on Dryad
at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.fbg79cnsz).

De novo Assembly of the Genome of P. whistleri
We de novo sequenced and assembled the draft

genome of a male whistleri (sample id: IOZ_24198;
Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad) using
the PacBio Sequel II platform. Raw long reads were
processed to remove adapter sequences, low-quality
reads and short length reads using in-house scripts.
A total of 119.7 Gb quality controlled long reads were
obtained. The number of reads was 10,323,141 with an
average length of 11.6 Kb. The genome was assembled
using canu 2.0 (Koren et al. 2017) with the setting
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FIGURE 1. DNA sampling localities (coloured circles and triangles) and the approximate breeding distributions of the eight Phylloscopus
species in the present study. The circles and triangles represent sampling sites. The dashed box in the bottom left of the map represents the study
area. The breeding maps are based on BirdLife (https://www.birdlife.org/) and Birds of the World (https://birdsoftheworld.org). Up to four
species are sympatric at several localities in China, exceptionally up to five species.

genomeSize =1100 Mb, and leaving other parameters
at default. We corrected assembly errors using Gcpp
(https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/pbbioconda)
by mapping all long reads to the assembled sequences
using pbmm2 (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/
pbbioconda).

Assembly errors were further corrected using Pilon
1.23 (Wang et al. 2014) by mapping short paired-end (PE)
reads to the assembled sequences. Raw short reads were
generated using the Illumina Novaseq platform. Initial
reads were processed to remove adapter sequences, low-
quality reads (those with over 50% of bases having Phred
quality scores <3) and poly-N reads (those with ≥3%
unidentified nucleotides) using fastp 0.20.0 (Chen et al.
2018), resulting in a total of 62.4 Gb of quality controlled
150 base pair (bp) short PE reads. All short PE reads were
mapped to the assembled sequences using Burrows-
Wheeler Aligner (BWA) 0.7.12 (Li and Durbin 2009).
Merging of the heterozygous contigs was performed
using Redundans 0.14c (Pryszcz and Gabaldon 2016)
with default parameters. The assembled sequences were
blasted to the NCBI nt database using BLASTN 2.2.26 to
remove potential contaminating contigs which failed to
map to birds or reptiles. The completeness of the genome
was estimated by BUSCO 2.0 (Simao et al. 2015). Library
preparation, sequencing, and assembly were conducted
by Berry Genomics (Beijing, China).

Sampling and Whole-Genome Resequencing
Total genomic DNA was extracted from muscle tissue

or blood using the Tissue/Cell Genomic DNA Extraction
Kit (Aidlab Biotechnologies Co. Ltd., Beijing, China)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA libraries

with ∼350 bp insertions were constructed. All libraries
were sequenced using the Illumina Novaseq platform
with a PE read length of 150 bp on four lanes by
Berry Genomics (Beijing, China). Raw reads were quality
controlled using fastp 0.20.0 (Chen et al. 2018) according
to the same criteria as described above.

Variant Calling
Quality controlled reads of all 78 samples were

mapped to the reference genome of whistleri using
BWA 0.7.12 (Li and Durbin 2009). One sample of a
congeneric species, Phylloscopus griseolus (Zhang et al.
2019), was used as an outgroup. Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) duplicates were removed in SAMtools
0.1.19 (Li et al. 2019). Variants were called in SAMtools
0.1.19 (Li et al. 2019) using the “mpileup” module for
all 79 samples. SNVs were filtered using VCFtools
0.1.12b (Danecek et al. 2011) according to the following
criteria: i) quality value ≥30; ii) genotype depth ≥5;
iii) only biallelic SNVs were retained; iv) SNVs with
≥9 missing genotypes across all individuals were
removed; v) SNVs differing in the outgroup species
but homogeneous within the eight focal species were
removed. A total of 35,663,554 SNVs were retained.
We further retained only autosomal SNVs because
some individuals were females (Supplementary Table S1
available on Dryad). To do so, the reference genome
sequences of whistleri were mapped to autosomal
chromosomes of Parus major (Laine et al. 2016) using
BLAST+ 2.2.26, and only contigs that had a single
hit with an e-value <10−40 were retained. A total of
1275 autosomal contigs were successfully identified
and a total of 30,094,655 autosomal SNVs were
retained.
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omeiensis sororwhistleri valentini whistleri valentini omeiensis soror sororomeiensiswhistleri valentini

H1 H2 H3

FIGURE 2. Three possible phylogenetic hypotheses (H1, H2, and H3). Bidirectional arrows indicate bidirectional gene flow; H1 represents
omeiensis being sister to whistleri/valentini, with gene flow between omeiensis and soror resulting in tree2 (bifurcating tree topology of H2) based
on the genomic regions most affected by this gene flow; H2 represents omeiensis as sister to soror, with gene flow between omeiensis and the
ancestral population of whistleri/valentini resulting in tree1 (bifurcating tree topology of H1) based on the genomic regions most affected by this
gene flow; H3 represents omeiensis having a hybrid origin between soror and the ancestral population of whistleri/valentini.

Phylogenetic Analyses
The concatenated autosomal SNVs (30,094,655 SNVs)

were used to infer a neighbor-joining (NJ) tree in
TreeBeST 1.9.2 (Vilella et al. 2009) with 100 bootstraps.
The concatenated autosomal SNVs without missing
genotypes (1,875,938 SNVs, IQTREE data set) were used
to infer a maximum likelihood (ML) tree in IQTREE 1.6.9
(Nguyen et al. 2015) with 1000 bootstraps and automatic
estimation of the substitution model. The concatenated
autosomal SNVs without missing genotypes and with
a genotype depth ≥10 (40,980 SNVs, RAxML data set)
were used to infer a ML tree in RAxML 8.1 (Stamatakis
2014) using the GTRGAMMA model with 100 bootstraps.
Phylloscopus griseolus was used as an outgroup taxon.
The consensus tree was generated in TreeAnnotator 1.8
with a burn-in of 10% and visualized in FigTree 1.3.1
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

In addition to the phylogenetic analyses on the basis of
the concatenated SNVs, we also conducted phylogenetic
analyses using concatenated consensus sequences. We
used SAMtools 0.1.19 (Li et al. 2019) and bcftools 1.3.1
(Li et al. 2019) on the BAM files to generate 10 Kb
consensus sequences for each 50 Kb window, and these
consensus sequences were aligned using mafft 7.464
(Nakamura et al. 2018). We randomly selected 100
independent sets, each containing 100 of these 10-Kb
sequences concatenated to one another. Every one of
these 100 sets was used to infer a ML tree using IQTREE
1.6.9 with 1000 bootstraps and automatic estimation of
the substitution model. We also randomly selected 100
sets each containing 10 sequences concatenated to one
another; these 100 sets were then used to infer ML trees
in IQTREE 1.6.9 with the same settings.

In consideration of the shortcomings of concatenation
approaches for phylogenetic analyses (Nater et al. 2015;
Edwards et al. 2016; Thawornwattana et al. 2018),
we complementarily used an approach based on the
multispecies-coalescent model, SNAPP (Bryant et al.
2012) as implemented in BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al. 2014),
to infer the species tree. Only five samples were selected
for each species. SNVs from the IQTREE data set with a
distance of ≥1000 bp and a depth ≥6 (288,355 SNVs)
as filtered by VCFtools 0.1.12b (Danecek et al. 2011)
were used in SNAPP, and we also performed SNAPP
analysis using SNVs from the RAxML data set with a
distance of ≥1000 bp (1936 SNVs). We carried out 100,000

runs, sampling every 50 generations. SNAPP trees were
displayed in DensiTree 2.2.6 (Bouckaert 2010).

Hypotheses of Phylogenetic Uncertainty Regarding omeiensis
One species, omeiensis, is particularly unstable in its

phylogenetic placement across or even within previous
studies (Olsson et al. 2004; Päckert et al. 2004; Päckert
et al. 2012; Alström et al. 2018), as well as in the
present study (see Results), and the resolution of its
position is central to disentangling the destabilizing
agents in phylogenetic reconstruction. We here propose
three alternative hypotheses (H1, H2, and H3) to
account for the phylogenetic uncertainty surrounding
omeiensis (Fig. 2): H1, in which omeiensis is sister
to whistleri/valentini, but gene flow between omeiensis
and soror has led to omeiensis and soror forming
sister groupings in some phylogenetic reconstructions;
H2, in which omeiensis is sister to soror, but ancient
gene flow between omeiensis and the most recent
common ancestor of whistleri/valentini has led to
omeiensis and whistleri/valentini forming sister groups
in some phylogenetic reconstructions (using a large
amount of data); and H3, in which omeiensis is a
hybrid species originating from ancient hybridization
between soror and the most recent common ancestor of
whistleri/valentini.

H1 predicts that the genomic regions least affected by
gene flow between omeiensis and soror would produce
tree topology 1 (tree1, bifurcating tree topology of
H1) ((omeiensis, whistleri/valentini), soror), while the
genomic regions most affected by gene flow between
omeiensis and soror would produce tree topology 2
(tree2, bifurcating tree topology of H2) ((omeiensis,
soror), whistleri/valentini). H2 predicts that the genomic
regions least affected by ancient gene flow between
omeiensis and the most recent common ancestor of
whistleri/valentini would produce tree2 ((omeiensis, soror),
(whistleri, valentini)), while the genomic regions most
affected by gene flow would produce tree1 ((omeiensis,
(whistleri, valentini)), soror). To test H1 and H2, we
estimated the D-statistic (Green et al. 2010; Durand
et al. 2011) in 10 Kb nonoverlapping sliding-windows
using the Python script egglib_sliding_windows.py
(https://github.com/johnomics) (Martin et al. 2015).
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We defined two taxon sets for testing H1: whistleri or
valentini as P1, omeiensis as P2, soror as P3, P. griseolus
as outgroup. Along the same lines, we defined two
taxon sets for testing H2: soror as P1, omeiensis as P2,
whistleri or valentini as P3, P. griseolus as outgroup. For
the tests of both H1 and H2, windows with D-statistic
values close to zero (absolute D-statistic value <0.01)
were regarded as genomic regions least affected by
gene flow, while the highest D-statistic values (top 0.5%
windows) were regarded as associated with genomic
regions most affected by gene flow. The concatenated
SNVs in these focal windows were used to reconstruct
phylogenetic trees using RAxML 8.1 (Stamatakis 2014)
with 100 bootstraps, and the GTRGAMMA substitution
model was uniformly applied with P. griseolus as an
outgroup. We also used SNAPP (Bryant et al. 2012)
for species tree inference on the basis of SNVs with a
distance of ≥500 bp for each data set with 100,000 runs
and sampling every 50 generations.

To complement these hypothesis-exclusion trials, we
conducted coalescent-based demographic inference
using fastsimcoal2 2.6.0.3 (Excoffier et al. 2013).
Variants with no missing sites were converted into
a joint site frequency spectrum (SFS) using the
Python script easySFS.py (https://github.com/
isaacovercast/easySFS). H1 was subdivided into
9 demographic models (Supplementary Fig. S2a–i
available on Dryad): bidirectional or unidirectional
gene flow between omeiensis and soror occurring
before T20 (the divergence time between omeiensis
and whistleri/valentini) (Supplementary Fig. S2a–c
available on Dryad); bidirectional or unidirectional
gene flow between omeiensis and soror occurring
before T10 (the divergence time between whistleri
and valentini) (Supplementary Fig. S2d–f available
on Dryad); bidirectional or unidirectional gene flow
between omeiensis and soror occurring between T10
and T20 (Supplementary Fig. S2g–i available on
Dryad). H2 was subdivided into three demographic
models (Supplementary Fig. S2j–l available on Dryad):
bidirectional or unidirectional gene flow between
omeiensis and the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini
between T10 (the divergence time between whistleri and
valentini) and T20 (the divergence time between omeiensis
and soror). H3 was also tested by setting omeiensis as a
hybrid species between soror and the ancestral lineage of
whistleri/valentini at time T20 (Supplementary Fig. S2m
available on Dryad). Two demographic models identical
to H1 and H2 but without gene flow were also tested
(Supplementary Fig. S2n,o available on Dryad). In all
models, we set T10 < T20 and T20 < T30 (the root
divergence time for these four species). We set a search
range of T10 from 100,000 to 2,000,000 generations,
T20 from 200,000 to 4,000,000 generations and T30
from 300,000 to 9,000,000 generations, respectively
(based on previous estimations of divergence time). The
effective population sizes for all modern and ancestral
populations were set between 1000 and 1,000,000. A
generation time of 1.7 years (Bensch et al. 1999) and a
mutation rate of 0.33% per million years (Zhang et al.

2014) were applied. We performed 500,000 coalescent
simulations (−n 500,000) to approximate the expected
SFS in each cycle and ran 50 optimization cycles (−L 50)
to estimate parameters. For each model, 50 independent
runs were conducted to obtain the best run with the
highest likelihood values. As different models may have
different numbers of estimated parameters, we used
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to determine the
best-fit model.

D-Statistic Analysis in Dsuite
On the basis of what we hypothesized to be

the true species tree topology (see Results), we
estimated the overall D-statistic for the eight species
in Dsuite (Malinsky et al. 2020) across all possible
combinations using P. griseolus as the outgroup.
Dsuite is able to estimate the D-statistic across all
possible combinations at one single time. The data
set of the 30,094,655 autosomal SNVs was used
for this analysis. The heatmap of the D-statistic
values was plotted using the Ruby script plot_d.rb
(https://github.com/mmatschiner/tutorials/tree/
master/analysis_of_introgression_with_snp_data).
Only combinations with the unadjusted P values = 0
were retained. We introduced a parsimony principle to
determine possible gene flow events: if all terminal taxa
in clade A showed evidence of gene flow with all the
terminal taxa in clade B, we parsimoniously assumed a
single gene flow event between the ancestral lineages of
clades A and B (Pulido-Santacruz et al. 2020).

Demographic Inference for Species Pairs
We used ∂a∂i 1.6.3 (Gutenkunst et al. 2009) to infer the

best divergence model for the four sister species pairs
(tephrocephalus–burkii, poliogenys–intermedius, whistleri–
valentini, and omeiensis–soror). Demographic inferences
were also conducted for another two species pairs
(valentini–soror and valentini–omeiensis) in ∂a∂i as gene
flow had been detected between the species in these
two pairs using the D-statistic. Four divergence models
were tested: i) strict isolation without gene flow; ii)
isolation with bidirectional gene flow; iii) secondary
contact with bidirectional gene flow (gene flow in recent
times only); and iv) ancient bidirectional gene flow
(gene flow in ancient times but ceased in recent times)
(Supplementary Fig. S3 available on Dryad).

Phylogenetic Network Analysis
Phylogenetic network analysis on the basis of gene

trees was carried out in PhyloNet 3.8.2 (Wen et al. 2018)
using a maximum pseudolikelihood (MPL) algorithm
with the command “InferNetwork_MPL,” allowing
for 1–3 reticulations and performing 10 independent
searches for each reticulation setting to avoid local
optima. The MPL algorithm in PhyloNet is able to
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estimate phylogenies with a reticulation history by
accounting for both incomplete lineage sorting and
hybridization. We generated 10 Kb consensus sequences
for each 50 Kb window following the procedures
described above. A total of 4000 randomly selected
aligned sequences were used to infer ML gene trees in
IQTREE 1.6.9 (Nguyen et al. 2015) with 1000 bootstraps
and P. griseolus as an outgroup. These gene trees were
then analyzed in PhyloNet, and a bootstrap support
threshold of 90 was applied using −b flag, with other
parameters at default settings. The optimal networks
were displayed in Dendroscope 2.7.4 (Huson et al. 2007).

Sliding-Window Analyses of Phylogenetic Topology and
Population Genomic Parameters

On account of the relatively fragmented reference
genome, the 10 longest autosomal contigs, each with a
length > 10 Mb (in total 144.3 Mb, accounting for 14.4%
of autosomes), were selected to explore the distribution
pattern of phylogenetic signal across the genome.
SAMtools 0.1.19 (Li et al. 2019) and bcftools 1.3.1 (Li et al.
2019) were used to generate 50 Kb consensus sequences
for every 50 Kb nonoverlapping sliding-window using
each individual’s BAM files. After alignment with mafft
7.464 (Nakamura et al. 2018), we used IQTREE 1.6.9
(Nguyen et al. 2015) to conduct phylogenetic analyses for
each of these windows. Only four species, soror, omeiensis,
whistleri, and valentini, which were found to form a clade
in all other analyses (see Results), were included in this
analysis, and P. griseolus was set as an outgroup.

Our analyses indicated that tree2 reflects the true
phylogenetic relationships (see Results). Therefore,
genomic regions producing tree1 would be more
influenced by gene flow between omeiensis and the
most recent common ancestor of whistleri/valentini
than genomic regions producing tree2. We used
the D-statistic and DXY decrease (see below) to
identify ancestral gene flow, with higher values of
the D-statistic and DXY decrease indicating higher
levels of gene flow. To test for gene flow between
omeiensis and the most recent common ancestor of
whistleri/valentini using the D-statistic, we defined soror
as P1, omeiensis as P2, whistleri (used to represent
whistleri/valentini) as P3, and P. griseolus as the outgroup.
DXY decrease was defined as the DXY between soror
and whistleri (used to represent whistleri/valentini) minus
DXY between omeiensis and whistleri (used to represent
whistleri/valentini). We estimated the D-statistic and DXY
decrease in 50 Kb nonoverlapping sliding-windows
using the Python script egglib_sliding_windows.py
(https://github.com/johnomics) (Martin et al. 2015).

We used the whistleri genome to approximate
the recombination rate across all eight species. We
estimated the population recombination rate (Rho)
for whistleri in FastEPRR 2.0 (Gao et al. 2016) using
50 Kb nonoverlapping sliding-windows. FastEPRR is
an R package for the rapid estimation of population
recombination rates based on intraspecific DNA

polymorphisms. As genomic diversity and genomic
differentiation patterns across the genome are highly
comparable across a speciation continuum of closely
related birds (Burri et al. 2015; Van Doren et al. 2017;
Vijay et al. 2017), we estimated nucleotide diversity (�)
for whistleri and omeiensis and genomic differentiation
(mean FST) between them to approximate � and FST for
this clade in VCFtools 0.1.12b (Danecek et al. 2011) using
50 Kb nonoverlapping sliding-windows.

Time-Calibrated Species Tree Estimation
On the basis of hypothesis H2, 259 windows including

105,186 SNVs were identified as genomic regions least
affected by gene flow between omeiensis and the ancestral
lineage of whistleri and valentini. We filtered 4444 SNVs
from the 259 windows with a distance of ≥500 bp
using VCFtools 0.1.12b (Danecek et al. 2011). These SNVs
were used to estimate time calibrated species trees in
SNAPP (Bryant et al. 2012) as implemented in BEAST2
(Bouckaert et al. 2014) following Stange et al. (2018). We
placed normally distributed priors at the root of the eight
species, with a mean divergence time of 6.2 Ma and
standard deviation of 1.2 Ma (Alström et al. 2018). We
carried out 100,000 runs, sampling every 50 generations.
The consensus tree was generated in TreeAnnotator 1.8
with a burn-in of 10% and visualized in FigTree 1.3.1.
Only five samples for each species were used in this
analysis.

RESULTS

Genome Assembly of Phylloscopus whistleri and
Whole-Genome Resequencing of Eight Species

The assembled genome of whistleri is 1.11 Gb in length,
and contains 1749 contigs (1731 contigs > 10 Kb, 1167
contigs > 50 Kb and 710 contigs > 100 Kb) with an
N50 and N90 of 3.80 Mb and 380 Kb, respectively. The
average contig length is 636 Kb with the largest at 30.63
Mb, and the completeness of the assembly is 94.4%.
We sampled 78 individuals from across eight species
(Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad). Mapping
to the reference genome of whistleri and removing PCR
duplicates resulted in an average sequencing depth
and breadth of coverage at 11.1 and 97.0%, respectively
(Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad).

Phylogenies of Genome-Wide Data
The NJ tree based on 30,094,655 concatenated genome-

wide autosomal SNVs recovered two main clades
(Fig. 3). In clade I, valentini was sister to whistleri, and
omeiensis was sister to these two species, while soror was
sister to all the three. Within clade II, two bifurcating
subclades were recovered: intermedius + poliogenys and
tephrocephalus + burkii, respectively (Fig. 3a). All nodes
had 100% bootstrap support. The ML tree estimated
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FIGURE 3. Phylogenetic trees based on genome-wide SNVs. a) NJ tree based on 30,094,655 concatenated autosomal SNVs; b) ML tree estimated
with IQTREE based on 1,875,938 concatenated autosomal SNVs without missing genotypes; c) ML tree estimated with RAxML based on 40,980
concatenated autosomal SNVs without missing genotypes and with a genotype depth ≥10. Asterisks represent 100% bootstrap support.

with IQTREE based on 1,875,938 concatenated genome-
wide SNVs was identical in topology and bootstrap
support to the NJ tree (Fig. 3b). In contrast, the ML tree
estimated with RAxML based on 40,980 concatenated
genome-wide SNVs recovered soror and omeiensis as
sisters with modest bootstrap support (70%) (Fig. 3c). We
found that 5 out of 100 ML trees, each constructed using
sets of 100 concatenated sequences of 10 Kb genomic
windows, recovered a phylogenetic topology identical
to Figure 3c for interspecific nodes, with an average
bootstrap support of 90.6% for the sister relationship
between soror and omeiensis. The same topology was
recovered by 30 of the 100 trees constructed from sets of
10 concatenated sequences of 10 Kb genomic windows. In
each case, the remaining trees showed a topology more
similar to Figure 3a,b for interspecific nodes.

The species tree estimated with SNAPP using 288,355
SNVs filtered from the IQTREE data set (Fig. 4a) was
identical to the NJ and IQTREE trees (Fig. 3a,b) in
topology. In contrast, the species tree estimated with
SNAPP using 1936 SNVs filtered from the RAxML
data set (Fig. 4b) was identical to the RAxML tree
(Fig. 3c) in topology, although with an elevated posterior
probability of 1.00 for the sister relationship between
omeiensis and soror.

Test for Alternative Tree Topologies
Using D-statistic values interpreted on the basis of H1

(Fig. 2), a total of 190 sequence windows with 37,737
SNVs (2933 SNVs with a distance of ≥500 bp) were
identified as genomic regions that were most affected

by gene flow, and a total of 176 sequence windows with
75,887 SNVs (3143 SNVs with a distance of ≥500 bp)
were identified as genomic regions least affected by gene
flow. The former and latter data sets would produce tree
topology H2 and H1, respectively, if hypothesis H1 were
true (Fig. 2). However, we observed that both ML and
species tree analyses produced tree topology H1 for the
former data set, that is, using regions most affected by
gene flow (Fig. 5a). In contrast, the latter data set, that is,
sequence windows representing regions least affected by
gene flow, produced both tree topology H1 (under ML
and some species tree subsets) and tree topology H2 (for
other species tree subsets) (Fig. 5b). As a consequence,
H1 cannot represent the true species tree topology.

Using D-statistic values interpreted on the basis of H2,
a total of 196 sequence windows with 39,065 SNVs (3038
SNVs with a distance of ≥500 bp) were identified as
genomic regions most affected by gene flow, and a total
of 259 sequence windows with 105,186 SNVs (4444 SNVs
with a distance of ≥500 bp) were identified as genomic
regions least affected by gene flow. The former and latter
data sets would produce tree1 and tree2, respectively,
if hypothesis H2 were true (Fig. 2). In support of this
hypothesis, we observed that the former and latter data
sets did produce tree1 and tree2, respectively, for both
ML and species trees (Fig. 5c,d). Therefore, we accept
tree2 as the true species tree topology.

Using fastsimcoal2, we tested 15 different models and
found that 3 models (model j, k, and l; Supplementary
Fig. S2 available on Dryad), each representing H2,
generally presented higher likelihood values than other
models (Supplementary Table S2 available on Dryad).
Among these, models j and k were the best-fit models
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FIGURE 4. Species trees estimated using SNAPP (including five samples per species). a) Species tree based on a subset of SNVs (288,355
SNVs) from the IQTREE data set with a distance of ≥1000 bp; b) species tree based on a subset of SNVs (1936 SNVs) from the RAxML data set
with a distance of ≥1000 bp. All nodes are supported by a posterior probability of 1.00.

as determined by the lowest AIC values. According to
model k, which assumed unidirectional gene flow from
omeiensis to the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini, the
T10, T20, and T30 divergence events were estimated at
149,033 generations (253,356 years), 262,355 generations
(446,004 years), and 375,490 generations (638,333 years)
ago, respectively, and the migration rate from omeiensis to
the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini was estimated
at 0.9×10−5 (Supplementary Table S3 available on
Dryad). Model j, which assumed bidirectional gene
flow between omeiensis and the ancestral lineage
of whistleri/valentini, provided similar estimates to
model k except that gene flow from omeiensis to the
ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini was estimated
to be approximately an order of magnitude higher
(1.0×10−5) than in the opposite direction (1.2×10−6)
(Supplementary Table S3 available on Dryad).

Dsuite and ∂a∂i Analyses
Gene flow between omeiensis and valentini or whistleri

emerged as the most significant gene flow event,
with extremely high D-statistic values when soror was
set as P1, omeiensis was set as P2 and valentini or
whistleri were set as P3 (D-statistic values =0.29) (Fig. 6;
Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad). Significant
gene flow was also detected between valentini and
omeiensis or soror with low D-statistic values when
whistleri was set as P1, valentini was set as P2, and
omeiensis or soror were set as P3 (D-statistic values
ranging from 0.025 to 0.037). We also detected significant
gene flow between intermedius or poliogenys and all
four species in clade I, with low D-statistic values
(ranging from 0.022 to 0.032) (Fig. 6; Supplementary
Table S5 available on Dryad). Therefore, according to
the parsimony principle described above, three gene
flow events were inferred: one between omeiensis and

the ancestral lineage of whistleri and valentini; one
between the ancestral lineage of all four species in
clade I and the ancestral lineage of intermedius and
poliogenys; and one between valentini and the ancestral
lineage of soror and omeiensis. In consideration of
the recent divergence between whistleri and valentini
and the much older divergence between soror and
omeiensis (see Fig. 9), the third of these gene flow
events is not likely, instead suggesting that the D-
statistic values reflect a less parsimonious interpretation
of two independent gene flow events from valentini
into modern soror and modern omeiensis, respectively.
This latter conclusion is also supported by ∂a∂i results
(see below).

The conclusions of ∂a∂i analysis were in broad
agreement with D-statistics. With respect to gene flow (or
lack thereof) between valentini and omeiensis, an ancient
asymmetric gene flow model exhibited a much better fit
than the remaining models; for valentini and soror, all
three models incorporating gene flow displayed similar
likelihood values although isolation with bidirectional
gene flow achieved the best fit (Supplementary Table S4
available on Dryad). As for the four sister species
pairs, models incorporating gene flow exhibited a
much better fit than strict isolation without gene flow
(Supplementary Table S4 available on Dryad).

Phylogenetic Networks

In the PhyloNet analyses, when reticulations were set
to 1, 2, and 3, all the corresponding optimal networks
showed that omeiensis was sister to soror with significant
gene flow between omeiensis and the ancestral lineage of
whistleri/valentini (Fig. 7), consistent with hypothesis H2
and the main gene flow event of the Dsuite analysis. The
ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini was connected to
omeiensis by an inheritance probability of 42%, 32%, and
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FIGURE 5. Phylogenetic trees on the basis of hypotheses H1 and H2 (see Fig. 2) using sequence windows with different D-statistic values.
a) ML and species trees generated from 190 sequence windows with top 0.5% D values based on the tree topology of tree1; b) ML and species
trees generated from 176 windows with absolute D values < 0.01 based on the tree topology of tree1; c) ML and species trees generated from
196 windows with top 0.5% D values based on the tree topology of tree2; (d) ML and species trees generated from 259 sequence windows
with absolute D values <0.01 based on the tree topology of tree2. Each pair of trees in a–d shows ML trees generated by RAxML on the left,
with asterisks representing 100% bootstrap support, and species trees generated by SNAPP with blue, red and green indicating majority to
minority trees, respectively. All nodes of the species trees in (a), (c), and (d) are supported by posterior probability (PP) 1.00, whereas all nodes
of the species trees in (b) are supported by PP 1.00 except for soror + omeiensis (PP =0.56), omeiensis + whistleri/valentini (PP =0.37), and soror +
whistleri/valentini (PP =0.07).

69%, respectively, under the three different reticulation
scenarios. This result is consistent with the extremely
high D-statistic values in the Dsuite analysis. When
reticulations were set to 2 and 3, the corresponding
optimal networks also recovered gene flow between
the ancestral lineage of all four species in clade I and
the ancestral lineage of intermedius and poliogenys with
relatively low inheritance probabilities, consistent with
the second described gene flow event and the low
D-statistic values in Dsuite analysis.

The Genomic Distribution of Sequence Windows Supporting
Different Phylogenetic Topologies

The distribution of sequence windows supporting
tree1 and tree2, respectively, was highly interleaved
(Fig. 8a). These two tree topologies were supported
by a total of 88.9% of the genome, with overall
proportions of support for tree1 and tree2 at 55.4% and
33.5%, respectively. DXY decrease, D-statistic, and FST
between omeiensis and whistleri were significantly higher
in sequence windows supporting tree1 than in those
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FIGURE 6. Heatmap of D-statistic values. Only combinations with
unadjusted P values =0 are shown here. A color legend is shown in
the right panel: the darker the color, the smaller the p value (Dsuite
uses a standard block-jackknife procedure to estimate P values) and
the higher (red) or lower (blue) the absolute D-statistic value.

supporting tree2. Nucleotide diversity of omeiensis and
whistleri and the population recombination rate were
significantly lower in sequence windows supporting
tree1 than in those supporting tree2 (Wilcoxon rank
sum test, Fig. 8b). In general, tree1 was enriched in
genomic regions with higher DXY-decrease, D-statistic,
and FST, and lower recombination and nucleotide
diversity (Fig. 8b).

Time Calibrated Tree
Using a small data set of 4444 SNVs which were

least affected by ancient gene flow between omeiensis
and the ancestral lineage of whistleri and valentini, we
inferred a bifurcating species tree for the eight species.
The root divergence time was estimated at 4.5 Ma (95%
highest posterior density [HPD]: 1.8–6.3 Ma), and the
basal divergence time of clade I and clade II were
estimated at 2.0 Ma (95% HPD: 0.8–2.8 Ma) and 3.8
Ma (95% HPD: 1.6–5.5 Ma), respectively (Fig. 9). The
divergence time between whistleri and valentini (0.4 Ma)
was much younger than between members of the other
three species pairs (1.4–1.6 Ma) (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

Bifurcation with Reticulation
Using genome-wide variants and sequences,

we recovered two primary clades in the radiation
comprising the eight Phylloscopus species under study
(Figs. 3 and 4), and several main gene flow events were
identified on the basis of Dsuite, PhyloNet, fastsimcaol2,

and ∂a∂i analyses (Figs. 6 and 7; Supplementary Tables
S2 and S4 available on Dryad). Not all gene flow
events had an equally disturbing effect on accurate
phylogenetic reconstruction. For example, the gene flow
event between omeiensis and the ancestral lineage of
whistleri/valentini has profoundly misled phylogenetic
reconstruction due to ancient gene flow affecting large
parts of the genome, as suggested by both high D-
statistic values (Fig. 6; Supplementary Table S5 available
on Dryad) and high inheritance probabilities (Fig. 7).
On the other hand, the gene flow event between the
ancestral lineage of all four species in clade I and the
ancestral lineage of intermedius and poliogenys generated
limited bias in the phylogenetic reconstruction using
genome-wide data, probably as a result of its lesser
magnitude as suggested by the low D-statistic values
(Fig. 6; Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad) and
low inheritance probabilities (Fig. 7).

The magnitude of gene flow required to mislead
phylogenetic reconstruction is not clear. Our
fastsimcoal2 analysis (Supplementary Table S3 available
on Dryad) indicated a lower level of gene flow between
omeiensis and the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini
than shown by D-statistics and PhyloNet (Figs. 6 and 7),
suggesting that even smaller amounts of gene flow
may be capable of affecting large parts of the genome.
Regardless of how much gene flow actually occurred,
all divergence models incorporating gene flow generally
exhibited a better fit than the strict isolation divergence
models for the four sister species pairs tested in ∂a∂i
(Supplementary Table S4 available on Dryad). This
outcome highlights the pervasiveness of gene flow
at early stages of divergence (Rheindt and Edwards
2011), in contrast to the strong premating reproductive
isolating barriers that presently keep these leaf warbler
species separate (Alström and Olsson 1999; Price 2010).
We conclude that ancient gene flow between omeiensis
and the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini has
resulted in a situation where phylogenetic analyses
of genomic data in most cases will infer a tree that is
incongruent with the true bifurcating species phylogeny
(Fig. 9). In other words, our hypothesis H2 is supported,
but H1 and H3 (Fig. 2) are rejected.

The placement of omeiensis as sister to
whistleri/valentini was supported by data sets with
a much higher number of SNVs (Figs. 3a,b and 4a) as
well as data sets with a considerably higher number
of 50-Kb sequence windows (Fig. 8a) than data sets
supporting a sister relationship between omeiensis and
soror. In addition, a sister relationship between omeiensis
and whistleri/valentini were six times more frequently
recovered in trees based on 100 concatenated 10-Kb
windows than in analyses of only 10 concatenated 10-Kb
windows. In contrast, a sister position between omeiensis
and soror was supported by analyses based on a relatively
smaller set of SNVs (Figs. 3c and 4b) or sequence
windows (Fig. 8a). Although 50-Kb sequence windows
in support of tree1 outnumbered those in support of
tree2 by about 1.7 times, our hypothesis-exclusion trials
(Fig. 5), phylogenetic network analysis (Fig. 7) and
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demographic inference in fastsimcoal2 (Supplementary
Table S2 available on Dryad) all revealed that tree2
should be the most likely species tree topology,
suggesting that the higher proportion of loci in support
of tree1 was caused by ancient gene flow between
omeiensis and the ancestral lineage of whistleri/valentini
across large parts of the genome.

This result is consistent with a number of other
recent comparative genomic studies, including on an
Anopheles mosquito species complex (Fontaine et al.

2015) and Lonchura munias (Faust Stryjewski and
Sorenson 2017), in which only a small fraction of
the genome was shielded from gene flow, thereby
reflecting the true phylogeny against a backdrop of
pervasive gene flow. The synthesis of these important
novel genomic results advocates Maddison’s (1997) early
assertion that phylogenetic history is not a “winner-
takes-all democracy” (Maddison 1997). If gene flow
affected the vast majority of the genome, the whole-
genomic or “democratic majority” trees would only
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FIGURE 9. Species tree estimated using SNAPP based on 4444 SNVs
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and divergence times with 95% highest posterior density (HPD) are
shown below these nodes (95% HPD also indicated by blue bars). Time
scale in millions of years.

reflect reticulation history but not bifurcation history
(Mallet et al. 2016). Under such circumstances, species
relationships cannot be resolved simply by relying
on additional data (Degnan and Rosenberg 2009)
because the majority gene tree topology does not
necessarily reflect the true species phylogeny (Degnan
and Rosenberg 2006). Although larger data sets might
alleviate problems associated with lineage sorting,
interspecific gene flow, which has been shown to be
pervasive in nature (Mallet 2005; Rheindt and Edwards
2011; Payseur and Rieseberg 2016; Ottenburghs et al.
2017), can only be accounted for by harnessing the
phylogenetic signal of those parts of the genome that
are most shielded from gene flow.

Interestingly, the true bifurcation tree of the eight
Phylloscopus species (Fig. 9) was also recovered by
using only a small number of genes (Alström et al.
2018), which is consistent with the conclusions of
the present study that smaller sets of genomic loci
can sometimes avoid the effects of gene flow due to
stochastic sampling. The hidden reticulation histories
are likely to emerge preferentially from the use of larger
data sets, especially whole-genome data sets. With an
increasing availability of genomic data, phylogenomic
trees should be interpreted with caution especially for
closely related species because the whole-genomic tree
will not always represent bifurcation history (Fontaine
et al. 2015; Mallet et al. 2016; Edelman et al. 2019).
Whole-genomic data may further inflate branch support
values, which can additionally mislead interspecific
relationships as indicated in this study. Only when both
bifurcation and reticulation are taken into account can
the true tree of life be unveiled.

True Species Tree Topology Tends to be Supported by
Genomic Regions with Higher Recombination Rate and

Nucleotide Diversity
Genomic regions of low recombination rate show low

local nucleotide diversity mainly due to the effects of

linked selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth
2012). At the same time, regions of low recombination are
more likely to be linked with deleterious loci because
recombination effectively breaks the linkage between
neutral and deleterious loci, which may further reduce
gene flow in regions of low recombination (Edelman
et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019). Therefore,
regions of low recombination have been suggested to
be effective markers in reconstructing the true species
tree in the presence of gene flow (Pease and Hahn
2013; Li et al. 2019). On the other hand, the influence
of selection may reduce the ability of these regions
to produce accurate species tree reconstructions (Nater
et al. 2015). In our Phylloscopus radiation, recombination
rate and nucleotide diversity were lower in genomic
regions supporting tree1 than in those supporting
tree2, indicating higher levels of gene flow in genomic
regions with low recombination rates (Fig. 8b). Genomic
regions supporting tree1 also exhibited higher FST
between whistleri and omeiensis than those supporting
tree2 (Fig. 8b). This outcome is not in line with
empirical studies suggesting that gene flow is lower
in regions of low recombination (Edelman et al. 2019;
Li et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019). However, gene flow
can be pronounced in highly differentiated genomic
regions (“differentiation islands”) compared to their
genomic backgrounds (Bay and Ruegg 2017; Zhang
et al. 2017), and “differentiation islands” are usually
characterized by low recombination and nucleotide
diversity (Kawakami et al. 2014; Burri et al. 2015), which
may account for the pattern we have uncovered.

When two species with reasonably large population
sizes hybridize and alleles of one species infiltrate the
other, genetic drift constitutes a formidable barrier to
the gene flow of neutral alleles from the donor species.
Instead, alleles under positive selection will likely
form a large proportion of loci that lastingly establish
themselves in the genome of the recipient species. Our
results strongly support this model, indicating that
introgressed loci in the genome of omeiensis exhibited
lower recombination and the hallmarks of high selection
(Fig. 8), allowing them to occupy substantial portions
of the recipient’s genome. However, high selection may
not be enough to affect large parts of the genome. High-
frequency gene flow may be a necessary requirement.
Importantly, our study confirms that low recombination
and nucleotide diversity may not be a good indicator
of genomic regions suitable for inferring the true
phylogeny in the context of ancient gene flow.
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